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ABSTRACT 

The World Energy Council [1, 2] defines numerous challenges in the 
global energy arena that put pressure on owners and /operators to 
operate run existing plant better and more efficiently. As such 
there is an increasing focus on the use of business and technical 
plant information and data to make better, more integrated, and 
more informed decisions on the plant. The research study 
developed a business improvement model (BIM) that can be used 
to establish an integrated plant information management 
infrastructure as the core foundation for of business improvement 
initiatives.   Operational research then demonstrated how this BIM 
approach could be successfully implemented to improve business 
operations and provide decision-making insight. 

OPSOMMING 

Die Wêreld Energie Raad [1, 2] definieer talle uitdagings in die 
wêreld energie arena wat aanleg eienaars en/of operateurs dwing 
om bestaande proses-aanlegte beter en meer doeltreffend te 
bestuur. Dit vereis toenemende fokus op besigheids- en tegniese 
aanleg inligting en data om beter, meer geïntegreerde en meer 
ingeligte besluite te neem. Die navorsingstudie het 'n besigheids-
verbetering model ontwikkel wat gebruik kan word om 'n 
geïntegreerde aanleg inligting infrastruktuur te skep as die 
grondslag vir besigheid verbetering inisiatiewe. Operasionele 
navorsing is dan ook gebruik om prakties te demonstreer hoe 
hierdie model en benadering suksesvol geïmplementeer kan word 
om sakebedrywighede en besluitneming insig te verbeter. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION: THE DRIVERS OF A NEW BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT MODEL 

The current world of work revolves around information generated in business operations and 
analysing this information to make business decisions that will drive business efficiency and 
maximise profits and plant outputs. Unfortunately, the biggest problem with the mass of data and 
information being produced on a continuous basis is that very few, if any, individuals can effectively 
deal with this avalanche of information without the help of intelligent information systems. This 
becomes an even bigger issue in process plant control and information systems, due to the frequency 
and volume of process information collected to control plant operations effectively. 
 
An IDC study [3] highlights the cost implications (obvious and hidden) of not being able to find or 
access the right information at the right time, including: 
 
• Poor decisions (based on incorrect or missing information) 
• Duplicated efforts  
• Reduced output 
• Lost productivity 
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Internal power utility research by Jones [4] has shown that the current business model is no longer 
sustainable. Operating challenges, rising operating costs, and deteriorating plant availability are 
creating a perfect storm that demands radical changes in the way the Power Utility manages its 
business operations and how it addresses the challenges (Figure 1). The South African environment 
and its challenges are not unique, as shown by the PWC survey on energy sector business models, 
which covered 53 utilities in 35 countries, and confirmed similar business environment triggers that 
initiate business model changes [5]. 
 

 

Figure 1: Business impacts challenging existing utility business models [4] 
In its 2011 studies [1, 2], the World Energy Council echoes this view and defines the core ‘3 As’ of 
future sustainability that are forcing utilities to evaluate their operations in the context of these 
sustainability measures, using the core business drivers of cost, efficiency, and safety: 
 
• Accessibility to energy/electricity 
• Availability of electricity/energy 
• Acceptability of energy options offered 
 
The World Energy Council summarises their evaluation of the changing energy environment with the 
comment: “Power Generators will need a PACKAGE OF MEASURES to deal with this scenario — single 
measures will no longer have the desired effect”[6]. At the heart of this package of measures is the 
ability to access the correct and most relevant business and plant process information to make the 
right decisions at the right time to improve business operations and efficiency. 
 
Literature surveys show that business improvement initiatives, models, and approaches are generally 
focused on the improvement of business processes (core or underlying). The most notable and 
widely-used improvement framework is the ISO 9001 quality management system, supported by 
frameworks like Baldrige [7, 8, 9, 10] or the EFQM Framework [11, 12]. Because of their generic 
nature, they offer very little information or specifics about which methodology could be followed 
to improve business operations using plant information and data.  

 
Similarly, information management business improvement models (BIMs) focus on the 
implementation of the required systems and governance to manage the information infrastructure 
[13, 14, 15]. In a web-based discussion [16] on this topic, Ledergerber confirms the researcher’s 
view that the most commonly-used IT business improvement frameworks (TOGAF and COBiT) again 
focus on IT business processes, resulting in a focus on documenting processes rather than prescribing 
how to identify and deal with (and make decisions on) the actual data generated. 
 
Gartner [17] predicts that about 70 per cent of the world's most profitable companies in 2015 will 
be using predictive analytics software extensively by 2020. But switching over to such technologies 

Where has this load gone?

Price hikes, Loadshedding, 
energy efficiency will reduce sales
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poses a major challenge: big data infrastructure differs fundamentally from conventional IT 
infrastructure in terms of system stability and network structures. Wegener and Sinha [18] confirm 
that top business performers have developed the required analytical models, and know exactly what 
data and information are important to develop the necessary decision-making algorithms.  

2 A NEW BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT MODEL (BIM) 

The research study (and this research paper) contributes to the engineering management body of 
knowledge by introducing a new integrated business improvement model (BIM) that has, at its heart, 
an integrated plant information (IPI) framework based on the plant design base. The integrated plant 
information business improvement model (IPI-BIM)© developed by the research study (Figure 2) was 
proven with operational research, prototyping, and hypothesis-testing over a number of years. 
 
The research prototyping confirmed that developing and establishing an integrated and holistic plant 
information (IPI) system platform is a complex and time-consuming process. The implementation 
process is complicated in that business and plant control systems are generally managed in separate 
IT/IM infrastructures, with a difference in focus on the elements and content that makes up such an 
infrastructure. A further challenge is the data required to perform the required predictive analytics: 
it demands a solid, well-defined and documented plant design base, and data of the highest quality 
and integrity, to be of value. This data must also be correctly and aptly integrated with plant process 
control data. 
 

 
Figure 2: Integrated plant information business improvement model© 

This model differs from the two best-known business improvement framework models (Baldrige 
business model review framework [8] and the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) 
excellence model review framework™ [12]) in that it does not focus on process, core values, or 
concepts as its foundation, but rather on integrated plant information and data as the foundation 
for business improvement in a process plant or utility. 
 
In support of operational readiness, a value proposition cost model was developed based on the 
actual and potential cost savings and benefits of implementing the IPI-BIM. This cost model can be 
used for IPI-BIM model implementation and project costing and ROI calculations.  
 
The operational readiness of this new BIM was determined by means of prototyping on a Brownfields 
utility power plant and Greenfields power plant project to confirm that it is sufficiently defined and 
developed to lay the plant information foundation framework for enhanced predictive plant 
condition analysis, simulations and future development of artificial intelligence algorithms. All the 
elements of the IPI-BIM framework were successfully implemented in the power stations that formed 
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part of the research study (Figures 13 and 14). Implementation of the IPI-BIM elements could further 
be quantified in actual cost savings achieved, as shown in Table 13. 
 

 
Figure 3: Structured research approach to build the BIM 

3 DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF THE NEW BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT MODEL (BIM) 

Due to the scope and complexity of the IPI-BIM, a phased, sequential and structured approach was 
taken in the research to develop and prove the model (Figure 3), its core elements, and the approach 
to establishing each element.  

The V-Model of systems engineering [20] was used to evaluate the IPI-BIM elements and approaches 
proposed by the research. Each phase thus considered the V-Model elements of hypothesis creation, 

Phase 1 
Enable Engineering Design 

Base Platform 
System Platform Configuration (Conventional vs 
Rapid Application Development) 

Engineering Business Process & Design Base 
Configuration 

Evaluate Information Delivery & Availability 
(Structured vs Un-structured content) 

Source & Evaluate Design Base Information Design Base data sourcing Phase 2 

Greenfields vs Brownfields – Identify critical Design 
Base 

Design Base Reverse Engineering from Simulator 
Platforms 

Phase 3 
Plant Information Visualisation 

Options 
Portals vs “Nerve Center” Information Delivery 

2D vs 3D Information Delivery 

Information Availability Constraints 

Define Advanced Analytics Prototype scope of work 

Evaluate IPIS Hub Content and confirm it supports 
advanced analytics requirements 

Confirm IPIS Hub will support 
Advanced Analytics Phase 4 

Phase 5 Prototype Advanced Analytics Build Analytical Model 

Develop & Test Analytical Models 

Phase 6 IPIS & Advanced Analytics 
Business Value Proposition 

Apply Analytical Analysis Models to actual Plant 
Data Sets and Use Cases 

Identify IPIS Business Benefits & Applications  
 

Define and quantify value contribution to the 
Business 
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requirements definition, validation and verification, conceptual proof of concept, and 
optimisation/rationalisation of the IPI-BIM element(s). 

4 IMPORTANCE OF PLANT DATA/INFORMATION FOR BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES 

KPMG conducted a survey [21] among large project owners, and reported that inadequate 
engineering design base and change control has a major impact on cost control and on the ability to 
complete projects timeously and efficiently. The IDC study [3] further highlighted the costs (obvious 
and hidden) of not being able to find or access the right information at the right time. 
 
With current electricity supply constraints, there is a concerted effort by South Africa’s power utility 
to improve its operations through two core output areas: improvement in business productivity and 
product output; and cost management. Underpinning this effort is an increased focus on the use 
and better understanding of business, plant, and engineering and technical plant information 
and data, and leveraging this to make better, more integrated, and more informed decisions on 
the plant.  
 
Figure 4 shows the logical information building blocks to build a Smart Utility IT/IM infrastructure 
[19]. It also shows the phased process of maturing plant process and engineering information in an 
asset-driven organisation, from discreet data to usable information and knowledge, and the 
importance of plant data in the decision-making processes.  
 

 

Figure 4: Advanced plant analytics building blocks for asset management optimisation [19] 
Wegener and Sinha [18] aptly show with their survey that, in addition to the criticality of having 
access to data and information for decision-making, there are further dimensions that differentiate 
top-performing companies from their peers when it comes to data analytics. The researchers point 
out that top performers have developed the required analytical models, and know exactly what data 
and information are important to develop decision-making algorithms (Figure 5). Their industry 
survey of 409 companies shows that only 4 per cent of the participants had the right people, tools, 
data, and intent to draw meaningful insights and take action arising from that data. 
 
According to Biehn [22], data scientists believe that as little as 5 per cent of the ‘big data’ gathered 
results in 95 per cent of the value contribution of the data. And herein lies one of the biggest 
challenges of data analytics: identifying, modelling and analysing the 5 per cent critical data 
effectively to improve business operations.  
 
Many companies gather vast amounts of data, but rarely make the effort to analyse the data or even 
to ask the basic question: Why are they gathering the data? Although data storage costs have 
significantly reduced, the impact of analysing critical business and plant data when it is buried in 95 
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per cent of ‘low-value data’ has a significant impact on situational analysis capability and on 
response and decision times. 
 

 

Figure 5: Availability of data is not the only issue [18] 

The research study demonstrated how a business improvement model, using plant data as its 
baseline to support smarter ways of work, is a very efficient catalyst to bring about: 
 
• Improved plant reliability and availability.  
• Pro-active fault prediction/identification and incident prevention. 
• Real-time effective decision-making, based on trustworthy plant and business information in 

a common information platform. 
• Knowledge management (KM), improved training, and best practice information-sharing. 
• Critical and scarce skills leverage. 
• Enhanced operational and technical support. 
• Improved asset management and planning. 

5 DEVELOPING THE NEW BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT MODEL (IPI-BIM) 

The BIM was developed in a sequential and structured way with an integrated plant information (IPI) 
system at its core, enabling advanced data analytics. Descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive 
analytics methods were used throughout the IPI-BIM development to achieve the end result, thus 
confirming the research theory postulated that a combination of analytical methods would be 
required to provide a holistic plant improvement framework (echoed by Lustig et al. in their research 
[23]). The process and scope of development of the main IPI-BIM elements are briefly discussed 
below. 

5.1 Creating the integrated plant information (IPI) system for the IPI-BIM 

A number of system implementation approaches are possible in commercially-available integrated 
engineering information management systems, ranging from ‘out-of-the-box’ (OOTB; pre-
configured) systems at one end of the spectrum to highly-configurable ones at the other end. 
 
The research study evaluated the results and outcomes of four different implementation 
methodologies over a period of five years to characterise the successes and challenges of each (Table 
1). 
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Table 1: Integrated engineering system implementation approaches evaluated 

 
PROJECT 1 PROJECT 2 PROJECT 3 PROJECT 4 

Implementation method Rapid Application 
Development (RAD) Conventional RAD 

Hybrid — mostly 
conventional, 
some RAD 

Configuration* 
70% OOTB 
30% custom 
configuration 

60% OOTB  
40% custom 
configuration 

30% OOTB 
70% custom 
configuration 

80% OOTB  
20% custom 
configuration 

Implementation 
timeframe (planned) 6 months 24 months 9 months 6 months {2} 

Implementation 
timeframe (actual) 6 months 36 months 24 months {1} 42 months 

(ongoing) {2} 

Deployment timeframe 4 weeks 2 years 8 weeks 
(prototype) 

52 weeks 
(ongoing) 

Number of engineering 
processes enabled 6 4 22 8 

Implementation cost R9M R60M R15M R120M+ 

Implementation date 2006  2007-2008 2010 – 2012 2013 (still in 
progress) 

Implementation timeline 6 months 3 years 2 years 5 years (phased) 
Team size 5 core team 25 core team  10 core team  30 core team  

 
Active research involvement in the prototyping and execution of Project 3 in Table 2 led to a 
research hypothesis that it defines the most viable and cost-efficient method of IPI system 
implementation execution. The approach in Project 3 was based on the IT rapid application 
development (RAD) methodology [24] where the required engineering design base and the related 
process framework are developed and implemented in a rapid fashion with a very small team of 
highly-skilled individuals from the required disciplines and process and systems engineering 
backgrounds.  
 
Based on the successes of Project 3, the research study used the same approach and developed a 
templatised and standardised software system implementation methodology to establish the 
integrated plant information (IPI) platform that will support the smart utility strategy [19] and 
proposed BIM (IPI-BIM), independent of any commercial system configuration requirements or 
constraints.  
 
A six-step implementation approach was developed (Figure 6). It covers a business process logical 
design to align the business process with software system configuration requirements (Step 1). It 
then designs the required workflow to manage the engineering business process and engineering 
data generated (Step 2).  
 
The process workflow is then subjected to the required business rules (Step 3), after which the 
system ‘template’ with the content from Steps 1-3 is uploaded into the integrated engineering 
system platform (Step 4). A user interface (UI) will then be designed, and is dependent on the 
engineering system capabilities and user requirements (Step 5).  
 
The capability will then be tested, activated, and made available for business use (Step 6). 
 
The proposed system implementation methodology was tested and validated against engineering 
business processes of varying complexity. The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 2. 
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Figure 6: Six-step idealised process implementation approach 

Table 2: Engineering business process implementation methodology improvements 

 HIGH COMPLEXITY PROCESS 
AVERAGE 
COMPLEXITY 
PROCESS 

LOW COMPLEXITY 
PROCESS 

Target processes 

1st Pass: Engineering & project 
change management (design & 
field changes) 
2nd Pass: Technical risk 
analysis 
3rd Pass: Technical 
documentation management 

1st Pass: Occurrence 
& incident 
management 
2nd Pass: Non-
conformance 
management 
3rd Pass: 
Authorisation 
management 

1st Pass: Action 
management 
2nd Pass: Interface 
management 
3rd Pass: Spares 
strategy 
management 

No. of workflow steps >20 10-20 <10 
First pass process 
configuration & imple-
mentation cycle time 

42 days 14 days 6 days 

2nd pass process 
Configuration & imple-
mentation cycle time 

29 days 11 days 4 days 

3rd pass process 
configuration & imple-
mentation cycle time 

21 days 7 days 2 days 

Error rate (UAT/FAT NCR 
— % rework) 

1st pass: 22% 
2nd pass: 19.8% 
3rd pass: 13% 

1st pass: 15% 
2nd pass: 7.8% 
3rd pass: 4.5% 

1st pass:  11% 
2nd pass: 6.3% 
3rd pass: 2.8% 

 
The testing and validation of the newly-developed implementation methodology demonstrated how 
the structured and templatised approach proposed by the research significantly reduced business 
process implementation cycle times — as would be expected from any proposed RAD methodology. 
Table 3 shows the research study’s actual cost savings achieved on the Brownfields plant by 
implementing an integrated plant information management system platform. 
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Table 3: Cost savings achieved by using the IPI system implementation methodology 

BUSINESS BENEFIT AREA BENEFIT 

Software implementation: Reduced time to configure & implement systems R3.15M 

Negate the need to support five disparate systems to manage engineering processes and 
information R180,000/year 

Reduce the reworking of engineering information due to inefficient business processes 
and resultant loss of information and data integrity R475,000/year 

Productivity time saving achieved, engineering information no longer has to be sourced 
from multiple repositories, and data validation time-saving. R825,000/year 

Inefficient knowledge management practices reduced — new staff training much more 
efficient. R400,000/year 

System administration, maintenance, and infrastructure management cost reduction R250,000/year 

Table 4: Data-mining rule-set optimisation iterations & success rate 

ITERATION 1 ITERATION 2 ITERATION 3 

Greenfields rule-
set  

Greenfields enhanced with Brownfields 
design base data and naming conventions 
used on older plants 

Greenfields enhanced with design base 
data from two Brownfields plants 

53.7% 83% 90.3% 

Table 5: Actual productivity time-saving by introducing automated data-mining 

PLANT AREA 
DESIGN BASE 
ARTEFACT 
VOLUME 

BEFORE AUTOMATED 
IEC DOC CLASS DATA-

MINING 

AFTER INTRODUCING 
AUTOMATED IEC DOC 
CLASS DATA-MINING 

Brownfields Power Station (not part 
of research study) 738,000 9 months{1} 

 7 weeks 

Greenfields Project — data dumps 
1-7 148,000 6 months{2} 

 8 weeks 

Greenfields Project — incremental 
data dump 8-11 29,000 2 months{3} 

 2 weeks 

Brownfields Project — information 
systems content 158,000 4 months{4} 

 3 weeks 

Brownfields Project — design base 
back-fit project contents 654,000 7 months{5} 

 6 weeks 

Notes: 
{1} The automated data mining tool was not available and assignment was done manually. Review of the work 

indicated low levels of accuracy and consistency in IEC document class allocation. The automated data 
mining tool was subsequently re-applied on the data-set to rectify this. 

{2} First pass allocation of IEC document class allocation was done manually and was used as the ‘data rule-
set’ baseline. After the tool was developed, the allocation was compared against the automated rule-
engine outcome to test and measure the accuracy of the automated rules-engine. 

{3} More than 60 per cent of artefacts in this data dump from the project were totally new deliverables, so 
manual assignment would have taken significantly more time to complete. 

{4} Initial assignment at this project was done manually. In preparation for migration to the utility-wide 
integrated plant information management system being implemented currently, the dataset was re-run 
via the data-mining tool to confirm accuracy of IEC class assignment. 

{5} The automated data mining tool was not available and assignment was done manually. The automated 
data mining tool was re-applied on the data-set, and was executed in a much shorter time with very high 
accuracy levels. 

5.2 Defining an appropriate design base for IPI-BIM information system content population 

To establish the appropriate design base definition for the IPI-BIM, research was conducted in two 
phases. Phase 1 entailed the classification and validation of existing design base content, and 
implementing a rule-validation capability using data-mining techniques to automate the process of 
IEC document class assignment.  
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The IEC 61355 document classification framework [25] defines a significant group of potential 
document types that can make up the plant design base. Using this structured design base artefact 
classification system allowed the researcher to identify potential areas of missing design base 
content that might have to be reverse engineered. 
 
Table 4 summarises how the IEC document class assignment timeframe and success rate was 
improved using comparative data validation and three ‘rule-enhancement’ iterations of the 
automated data-mining tool developed by the research study. 
 
Table 5 indicates the productivity and cost-saving achieved on plants in the power utility where the 
automated data-mining tool, developed by the research study, was implemented. The assignment 
of the classes is generally done by experienced, technically-qualified staff with expertise in the IEC 
documentation classification system. Automation significantly reduced the time spent by these 
scarce and costly resources to do the design base classification. 
 
A comparative validation of the design base content classification between the two power utility 
plants confirmed a similar distribution of documents within the key engineering disciplines. From 
initial research it became evident that, although an ideal (total) design base can be defined, the 
chances of sourcing all this information on a Brownfields plant utility that was designed, built, and 
commissioned before the electronic information era are very slim. It even proved problematic on 
the Greenfields project due to the insufficient level of specifications for data and information 
supply. 
 
This finding led the research to undertake a further scope of work (as Phase 2) to define the core 
design base elements that would make up the critical plant design base for a Brownfields power 
utility generating plant. The benefits of narrowing the initial design base scope down to core 
elements only are that it would: 
 
• Minimise the engineering effort of data-sourcing and migration required to populate the 

proposed IPI system with plant design base information. 
• Reduce the cost of the validation and verification (V&V) of the migrated design base content, 

as this activity would then focus only on core design base content. 
• Define and confirm the minimum design base information dataset required to perform 

advanced analytics, and set the scene for advanced analytics and future AI development. 
• Improve the value proposition of establishing the IPI-BIM system platform by reducing the time, 

cost, and effort involved to source and migrate core design base content. 
 
Following further research literature surveys, as well as information availability evaluations in 
collaboration with power utility C&I design engineers, it was hypothesised that the design base 
elements and content needed for a full plant C&I control system refurbishment would be the closest 
definition of what information could be deemed core plant design base content for effective plant 
asset management. As the research and IPI-BIM development scope included advanced analytics 
prototyping using this core design base content, it would confirm whether a sufficient design base 
was established using this approach (thus becoming the V&V mechanism for the core design base 
definition). 
 
Table 6 reflects the difference in volumes between the full design base vs the core design base 
proposed by the research study. 

Table 6: Decrease in design base volumes by defining the core design base 

 4,800 MW GREENFIELDS PLANT 
PROJECT 

3,600 MW BROWNFIELDS 
POWER PLANT 

Full design base 133,668 179,016 

Core design base 51,115 59,214 

% reduction in design base validation 
scope and effort 61,76% 66,92% 
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Where a need for reverse-engineering of design base content candidate(s) was identified, Phase 2 
of the research included a process to reverse-engineer this data and plant process content from the 
plant control systems, operating simulator, and engineering simulator capabilities. A process of 
three-way validation and verification between the systems was used to confirm that reverse-
engineering data outcomes were correct.  
 
A typical example of this research study scope of work was the development, sourcing, and 
verification of the Brownfields power station Rankine cycle information. Plant process criteria 
captured in the Rankine cycle would typically define key and critical plant performance parameters 
within the operating design base envelope, and would reflect the impact of changes to operating 
criteria and plant process conditions in the most significant way. 

5.3 Enabling the visualisation and information delivery capability of the IPI-BIM 

The industry survey and related research by Pennwell [26] shows how information management 
challenges and business drivers are pushing the energy industry (and by implication, all process plant 
industries) to look at more integrated and trustworthy information delivery options and solutions. 
Sixty-eight per cent of survey respondents were either evaluating or implementing more effective 
enterprise content management (ECM) solutions to solve the challenges of managing information for 
engineering, capital projects, and asset management. 
 
Using research, IT architecture review and analysis, and existing capability evaluations, the study 
proposed the development and prototyping of a portal-based integrated plant information system 
to resolve information delivery requirements of the power utility’s Smart Utility strategy [19].  
 
The research study postulated that a combination of visual (interactive 3D) and conventional 2D 
hierarchical data display methods would enable the preferred method of engineering technical data 
delivery in an integrated engineering information environment. 
 
A proof-of-concept ‘Smart Utility’ information portal was configured and developed during the 
research study. The research study then proceeded to demonstrate how design base content, 
interactive 3D visualisation capability, and advanced analytics capability could be enabled in one 
common portal-based user interface (Figure 7). 
 
The capability developed by the research study and shown in Figure 7 is scheduled for deployment 
in the Greenfields project power station as soon as it goes into commercial operation. 
 
In addition to enabling and demonstrating the core information delivery framework for the IPI-BIM, 
the research study also integrated process plant design base criteria such as alarm settings and 
control limits into the portal to flag operations and business decision-makers when plant processes 
are not available or are operating outside of acceptable design base parameters. 
 
Research on this element of the IPI-BIM was concluded by an evaluation of the portal prototype 
outcome against the ‘nerve centre’ information delivery option (as the potential alternative to a 
portal). The evaluation confirmed that the cost, time of deployment, and user-friendliness of portal 
technology makes it the preferred option. 
 
The 3D virtual simulator capability developed by the research study was deployed on the Greenfields 
project for operator training nine months before the unit was commissioned. This enabled much 
better operator training to handle the plant commissioning, start-up, alarm, and abnormal condition 
management. Table 7 shows typical cost savings achieved by improved operator training methods 
using the integrated design base information and visualisation platform.  
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Figure 7: FGD advanced analytical model enabled in the 3D plant simulator 

Table 7: Typical operating savings 

SCENARIO TYPICAL BENEFIT 
Reduced commissioning, testing, and operator training intervention time on 
project before faster handover to client (800MW unit) 

R5,978,400/day 

Better plant alarm & abnormal condition management scenario training in the 
engineering/operating simulator – fewer load losses & trips (eight on Greenfields 
vs 40 on return-to-service power station) 

R4,493,760/day 

Plant load loss risk due to incorrect plant operations 
Load loss, 620MW Unit/day 
Unit trip, 620 MW unit, return in four hours 

 
R4,493,760/day 
R748,960/incident 

 
The commercialisation of the first Greenfields project generating unit was executed with minimal 
trips (eight documented trips due to operator error). When compared with a previous return-to-
service (RTS) project, the trips during commissioning for this RTS plant exceeded 40 for the same 
time period. This plant did not have the benefit of the virtual plant model and virtual training 
simulator, nor the benefit of a defined and well-managed design base in an integrated plant 
information management system. 
 
The benefits of using portal technology as listed in research from Wheeler [27] were confirmed by 
the SmartPortal prototype that demonstrated the efficient sharing of core business information in a 
common information platform that is easily customisable, supports collaboration, consolidates 
information infrastructure requirements, and is more user-friendly and intuitive.  
 
The SmartPortal prototype was conducted, concluded, and demonstrated to business stakeholders 
in less than three weeks. The plant visualisation capability and on-line plant state monitoring of 
materials handling systems were done in two weeks, and the capability is available and in use at the 
research study Brownfields plant. The nerve centre project is still in project justification phase. The 

Controllable Plant parameters 
enabled in the 3D Virtual model (can 
be adjusted to evaluate impact) 

3D Plant Virtual Model of FGD 
Plant (Scrubber highlighted and 
showing controllable parameters 

Design Base Information 
Link via Plant Breakdown 
Structure 

Results and impact of 
process parameter changes 
is immediately visible from 
simulation 
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outcome from the research prototype was demonstrated to stakeholders in the power utility, when 
it was agreed that this research work would form the baseline framework for the SmartPortal 
capability to be developed in the power utility. 

5.4 Enabling the advanced analytics IPI-BIM capability 

A study by the Energy Central organisation in global power utilities in 2006 [28] has indicated that 
significant gaps were identified in managing the human capital of technical and complex business 
organisations. The study emphasises the need to address skills losses and having improved 
automation and control system intelligence to assist with knowledge transfer and managing complex 
process plants.  
 
An Emerson study [29] further points out that overwhelmed operators and complex plant operations 
are some of the biggest challenges for process plant reliability and control, and that these require 
a new approach to managing plant process and controlling information more efficiently and 
predictably. The challenge of effective alarm management and the mass of control data generated 
in upset conditions (and the impact they have on the operator) is confirmed by EEMUA research and 
recommendations about alarm management [30]. 
 
The research study postulated that developing an IPI-BIM framework with advanced analytics and 
simulation capability as one of its core elements would enable a power utility or process plant to 
deal with the challenges identified above.  
 
The inclusion of advanced analytics and simulation capability as part of the IPI-BIM framework will 
enable plant operating and process control hypothesis-testing as a core business improvement 
capability. It can typically enable simulated testing of impacts and risks in operating the plant 
beyond the currently known design basis limits, as indicated by Parlour [31] in Figure 8. 
 
This is a view supported by Liptăk [32], who suggests that process constraints can potentially be 
modulated to increase production output using advanced simulation and process plant hypothesis–
testing, allowing plant to be operated in the analytical margin space (indicated in Figure 8). This 
becomes a viable improvement option in process plants where very large design safety margins have 
been introduced due to very conservative design approaches. 
 

 

Figure 8: Pushing the design base boundaries using advanced analytics [31] 

A major benefit of virtual simulation and advanced analytics capability is that it allows for the 
simulation of diverse and complex plant process condition changes and impact evaluation in a virtual 
plant environment. It thus removes the risk of straining the actual process plant to test hypothesised 
design base change models. 
 
From research, it is believed that Angeli [33] most aptly describes the basic research methodology 
elements used to define and test the advanced analytics capability element of the IPI-BIM 
framework. It describes a very holistic approach to defining and building advanced analytical 
models. Research indicates that this model has been used successfully in the power utility 
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Brownfields plant that forms part of this research study, specifically to evaluate and optimise the 
design base operating philosophy for the flue gas control system.  
 
Analytical fault models were developed for this plant area that use both analytical and heuristic 
elements, as indicated by Angeli’s Model [33]. The two examples below indicate typical research 
outcomes and results achieved. 
 
Example 1: Evaluation of actual plant process control data against the defined plant operating 
design base to identify unacceptable process control deviations. Figure 9 shows an example of how 
the performance was compared and trended in the boiler system area to identify areas where 
operating staff did not maintain controllable parameters within the desired operational design base. 
An acceptable percentage deviation per controllable parameter is defined, and flags the operator 
once the deviation exceeds allowable limits. Continuous parameter trending fields are indicated by 
the red arrows in Figure 9. 
 

 

Figure 9: Boiler actual operating control vs expected operating design base control value 

Figure 10 demonstrates how the research study used advanced analytics and operational control 
curve data trending and analytics to identify areas of inefficient plant control. The example 
demonstrates how oxygen control is more problematic during ramp-up conditions, with the operator 
required to intervene regularly to adjust actual oxygen levels to desired control curve levels. 
 
In contrast, the HP condenser pressure was much better controlled, and kept in close alignment with 
the desired control curve. The research helped plant operators to identify this problem area, and 
resulted in enhanced training interventions on how to deal with these plant behaviour and control 
conditions. 

 
Figure 10: Problematic oxygen control vs desired HP condenser pressure control 

Unit 6: HP condenser 
pressure control 

Problematic oxygen 
level control 

Unit 6: Oxygen control 

Stable HP condenser 
pressure control 
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Example 2: The research evaluated the impact of using the two electric feed pumps for feed water 
supply (normally reserved for standby/emergency purposes). This would be contrary to the ideal 
design base scenario of using the steam-turbine feed pump for normal operations. Furthermore, the 
original plant design base was the use of steam-driven feed pumps (SFPs) for both normal and stand-
by duty; but the final implemented design configuration was one steam-turbine-driven feed pump 
with two electrically-driven feed pumps as a back-up in emergencies, should the main pump not be 
available. 
 
The impact of this decision on available output generation and GTCHR is significant: higher fuel 
consumption to generate the same output as a steam feed pump would have required 20 MW less 
power output to the power utility transmission grid (Table 8). Twenty This equates to R144,960 a 
day and R52,9M a year. It demonstrates the importance of operating plant at ideal design base 
conditions, and the need to minimise deviations from expected performance or designed operating 
envelopes. 

Table 8: BFPT vs EFP feedwater supply impact on generation and heat-rate 

 GROSS GENERATION 
(MW) 

HEAT RATE - GTCHR 
(Btu/kWh) 

BFPT providing feedwater to boiler 619.384 7,683 

EFPs providing feedwater to boiler 604.309 7,876 

 
By identifying these plant control areas of improvement, the research study collaborated with the 
site simulator operator training group to address these issues. This has resulted in the prevention of 
at least two load loss incidents due to incorrect oxygen level control, and timeous correction by the 
operator of the plant condition (Table 9). 

Table 9: Preventing load losses with improved operator training 

PRODUCTION OUTPUT LOSS PREVENTED COST BENEFIT 

Load loss due to incorrect plant operations, 620MW unit R4,493,760/day 

Unit trip due to incorrect plant operations, 620 MW unit, return in four hours R748,960 

 
The research study demonstrated the importance of accurate and detailed FMECA and fault analytics 
data to identify problem plant areas and develop fault models. By developing comparative 
controllable parameter models (design base vs actual) the research study demonstrated how 
performance could be trended and remedial action could be taken more timeously to improve plant 
process operations. An increased focus on plant health conditions and better operating of the plant 
has increased the station’s efficiency from 74.6 per cent to 84.6 per cent over the past three years. 
 
Using the principles of Angeli’s model [33], the research study proceeded to demonstrate, with 
predictive and prescriptive analytics methods, how advanced analytics software, process simulation, 
and fault models can be used to: 
 
• Measure efficiency of current operating practices against operating design base. 
• Demonstrate that improved early warning failure detection is possible using big data analytics 

and methodology to analyse plant operating and control data. 
• Measure efficiency of operations during upset and test conditions of the process plant. 

5.5 Justifying the IPI-BIM benefits via a value proposition model 

Research by Emerson [34] shows that improved information management of the operating design 
base, integration of this information asset with plant process control data, and using it for daily 
operations, produce significant savings from a productivity and economic benefit point of view. 
Chevron [35] expresses similar sentiments — that the value proposition can be found in improved 
asset management, design, and construction capability. Further value is found in safer operations 
practices and improvements in plant reliability and efficiency. 
 
Emerson [34] reports that similar savings can be achieved by implementing an integrated information 
management system and combining it with improved plant control and process monitoring and 
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advanced analytics capability. Their reported savings are based on feedback from clients who 
implemented their IPI system technology and quantified the return on investment. 
 
Given the reported cost savings identified by the research literature survey, it was hypothesised 
that the IPI-BIM approach developed and prototyped by the research study could yield the same 
benefit — and even more. Contrary to other business improvement models, the value proposition 
model forms part of the overall IPI-BIM model. Typical scenarios considered in the development of 
the value proposition model covered aspects such as improved and optimised operator training and 
inspections, improved safety training and job safety analysis, improved outage planning, improved 
construction and commissioning efficiencies, and numerous other potential benefit areas. 
 
The research evaluated scenarios that occurred at the Brownfields plant or were documented in 
plants of similar size and construction in the power utility fleet. For commissioning-related cost 
savings, the Greenfields plant’s operational capacity and construction cost history were used. Actual 
cost and impact scenarios from the new build programme were used for cost definition and 
quantification. 
 
The IPI-BIM cost model introduced common adjustable variables and a ‘cost saving probability 
factor’. A massive (and potentially unrealistic) value proposition is possible if the ‘worst case 
scenario’ for each proposed scenario is considered and used. By implementing a probability factor, 
the benefit value (or ‘saving’) can be reduced to more realistic values.  
 
Table 10 demonstrates the typical cost of plant and human-related incidents in a power utility plant 
that can usually be prevented by business improvement and optimisation initiatives. Outcomes such 
as improved and integrated design base management, improved knowledge management and plant 
reliability, and availability improvement using the IPI-BIM advanced analytics and simulation 
elements, can reduce or prevent these types of incidents, and in effect create a compelling case for 
implementing the IPI-BIM. 

Table 10: Typical cost of incidents in the power utility 

SCENARIO TYPICAL COST 

Unit trip (and able to return to full operational capability within four hours of the 
trip) R724,800/incident 

Load loss due to issues where return is not possible within four hours (return to full 
operational capability within a day) R3,973,200/day 

Disabling injury cost* R176,000/incident 

Fatality cost* R1,800,000/incident 

Construction downtime (due to delayed commissioning of plant) R48,000,000/day 

Note: *Direct cost of the safety incident does not cover long-term payments (disability benefits).  
 
By developing an adjustable cost model with variable inputs, flexibility is provided to other utilities 
or process plant owners who would like to use this model, as it allows for adjustments (where 
needed) that reflect their specific plant history and its environmental and socio-economic 
conditions. 

5.6 Operationalising the IPI-BIM  

A primary hypothesis of the research study was that taking a structured and phased approach to 
developing and enabling the IPI-BIM elements is the most efficient, cost-effective, and ultimately 
viable approach to building such a complex model and implementation approach. Although the 
phased approach enabled a critical evaluation of each individual element of the proposed BIM, the 
holistic model had to be proven as a whole in order for the IPI-BIM to be considered a workable 
business improvement model.  
 
Ultimate confirmation of the operational readiness of the IPI-BIM framework and implementation 
approach was to demonstrate its ability to implement all its elements in a POWER UTILITY 
PLANT/PROCESS PLANT successfully, and to evaluate its success by documenting actual value 
proposition scenarios achieved by implementing the model. Figures 11 and 12 show the scope of the 
IPI-BIM elements deployed as a holistic solution for the research study power stations. For the two 
power stations that form part of the research study, the IPI-BIM elements are either in the process  
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Figure 11: Brownfields power station IPI-BIM framework implementation 

 

Figure 12: Greenfields project IPI-BIM framework implementation 

of being fully implemented (if the research study only conducted a prototype to prove the concept) 
or were implemented as a final IPI-BIM framework validation and verification. 
 
Table 11 depicts typical cost savings identified and recorded as part of the process of implementing 
the framework and documenting the value proposition of using the IPI-BIM framework and 
implementation approaches. 

6 CONCLUSION 

This research study significantly adds to the engineering management body of knowledge on business 
improvement models, in that it has defined an integrated plant information-based BIM model and 
approach that is measurable in real business (and monetary) value. The use of prototyping and 
testing of the IPI-BIM model in an operational process plant/utility environment has confirmed that 
it can be practically executed and can yield notable business value. 
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6.1 IPI system implementation methodology  

The research study findings showed how the software system implementation methodology and 
approach can have a major impact on the cost and timelines involved in implementing the IPI system 
that supports the overall IPI-BIM framework. Table 12 shows typical benefits reported from 
implementing the templatised methodology proposed in the research study. 

Table 11: Actual IPI-BIM value propositions identified and documented 

SCENARIO TYPICAL COST 

Reduced construction time and faster commissioning and handover of the plant into 
commercial operation. Greenfields project construction time reduced by 24 months.  R48,000,000/day 

Reduced construction cost and commissioning time by identifying plant design base 
issues (missing isolating valve on ACC system, major impact on commissioning of the 
relevant plant). 

R48,000,000/day 

Better plant modifications and designs. Increased engineering staff productivity. Less 
engineering system/software infrastructure maintenance and support. 

R1,524,000 per 
year 

Reduced plant load loss risk — prevention of unauthorised modifications to plant due 
to better design base management. R960,000 

Plant load loss risk due to incorrect plant operations. 
Load loss, 620MW unit/day. 
Unit trip, 620 MW unit, return in four hours. 

 
R4,493,760/day 
R748,960/incident 

Improved planning of scaffolding requirements and reduced scaffolding cost during 
major outages. R320,000/year 

Lost production opportunity due to inefficient outage activity and project planning 
(prevented delayed start-up of two days). R8,958,528 

Use of 3D virtualisation and design base information to enable faster construction 
assembly and erection of structures. R5,798,400/day 

Table 12: Implementation methodology benefits [36] 

BENEFIT AREA TYPICAL BENEFIT 
The speed of roll-out of the IPI system platform to a fleet of 
process plants. 

RAD 30-50% faster than conventional 
SLDC models 

Repeatability in the roll-out of IPI system and the configuration 
methodology. 40% faster system configuration 

Re-usability of configuration — suitable for both EPC and O&M 
portions of the plant asset lifecycle. 30-40% implementation cost reduction 

Ease of customisation using system configuration templatised 
approach — project/plant-specific processes. 20-30% implementation cost reduction 

Increased internal design capability — configured for the 
business-specific needs and in line with approved process 
control manuals (PCMs). 

40-60% faster engineering uptake 

More consistent use of design tools, higher standardisation 
across the plant fleet. 

30-50% productivity increase using 
standardised ‘design seed files’ and 
configurations 

Better administrator-level control of software application 
configurations resulting in reduced IT infrastructure costs. 

20-40% reduction in system 
administrator tasks 

Flexible process and system configurations enable better 
technology uptake by technical/engineering staff. 50-75% faster technology uptake 

Improved data quality management and control. 30-40% improvement in data/ design 
deliverable quality. 

6.2 Core design base content required enabling the IPI-BIM  

The hypothesis posed about C&I control system upgrade requirements making up core design base 
content proved to be an accurate, feasible and cost-effective solution. By documenting and 
confirming the core design base needed for effective asset management and advanced analytics 
enablement, the scope of validation and verification can be reduced by up to 66 per cent. This 
results in significant savings of engineering resource time and cost to validate these design base 
artefacts.  
 
The core design base content could be sourced with relative ease in the cases of both the Greenfields 
and the Brownfields plant cases; and where it could not be sourced, sufficient alternative 
information was available to reverse-engineer and/or re-build the missing information. 
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6.3 IPI-BIM information delivery capability 

The research and associated prototype confirmed portal technology to be the ideal information 
delivery platform. The research prototype demonstrated that information delivery via portal 
technology can be enabled very fast, efficiently, and effectively. Given the extensive cost of 
enabling a location-based ‘nerve centre’ capability, this project is still at proof-of-concept/ concept 
design phase, while the portal prototype was conducted, concluded, and demonstrated to business 
stakeholders in less than three weeks.  

6.4 IPI-BIM advanced analytics and simulation capability 

The advanced analytics model of the Brownfields plant Rankine cycle and the outcomes achieved 
running analytical scenarios on it created a useful plant performance management and monitoring 
capability. This reverse-engineered and developed plant operating curve and analytical models could 
be used with confidence for further analytics and measurement of plant reliability and availability. 
Research prototyping confirmed the major value propositions that advanced monitoring/trending 
capability in the IPI-BIM model research brings. The most notable of these are: 
 
• Increased visibility of plant performance and identification of plant problem areas. 
• Increased understanding of plant behaviour in upset conditions, and the impact of this on plant 

output and reliability. 
• Online and continuous monitoring of performance against design base values. 
• Timeous intervention where performance deviations from the plant design base parameters 

are identified (actual vs target/expected values). 
• Increased usage (and thus better ROI) for the existing advanced analytics software investments 

in the Utility. 

6.5 The IPI-BIM value proposition 

The best validation method for any business improvement model is its practical implementation in 
an operational environment, and quantification of its value to the business in productivity/ 
efficiency improvement measures and monetary value.  
 
Although each element of the BIM in this research study was proven individually, all the elements 
were successfully combined and implemented, as indicated in Figures 11 and 12.  
 
Table 13 demonstrates the typical business efficiencies and cost savings achieved in implementing 
the integrated plant information system platform by using the system implementation methodology 
developed in the IPI-BIM (with a total saving of R4,4M per year on the Brownfields power station 
used in the research study). 

Table 13: Implementation methodology benefits  

BUSINESS EFFICIENCY AREA COST PER 
YEAR 

Reduced IT system complexity (combining five disparate systems currently used to manage 
engineering processes and design base information). R80,000 

Reworking of engineering information due to inefficient business processes and loss of 
design base information needed to make plant and change management decisions. R264,000  

Time taken to source engineering information and verify/validate information in disparate 
sources. R660,000 

Inefficient knowledge management (timeframes involved to train new staff). R320,000 

IT system administration, maintenance, and infrastructure management costs. R200,000 

Prevention of plant load losses due to unauthorised modifications to plant. R960,000 
Prevention of lost production opportunities due to inefficient maintenance activity and 
project work scope/activity planning. R1,920,000 

 
In closing, it can be stated that the proposed IPI-BIM is an operationally-ready business improvement 
model that has been proved through operational research and prototyping. It is, however, a 
complex undertaking, and the effort required to fully establish this framework should not be 
under-estimated. Due to the generic nature of the IPI-BIM and its approach, its application extends 
beyond the power utility space, and is applicable to most process plant industries.  
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ABBREVIATIONS USED 

ABBREVIATION MEANING 

2D Two-dimensional 

3D Three-dimensional 

AI Artificial intelligence 

BFPT Boiler feed pump turbine 

BIM Business improvement model 

Btu/kWh Brake-thermal unit per kilo-watt-hour 

CADD Computer-aided design and draughting 

C&I Control and instrumentation (engineering discipline) 

COBIT Control objectives for information technology 

EAF Energy availability factor 

EBP Engineering business process 

ECM Enterprise content management 

EEMUA Engineering Equipment and Materials Users’ Association 

EFQM European Foundation for Quality Management 

EPC Engineering, procurement and construction (asset lifecycle) 

FAT Factory acceptance testing 

FGD Flue gas desulphurisation 

FMECA Failure mode effect criticality analysis 

GTCHR Gross turbine cycle heat rate 

IPI Integrated plant information 

IPIS Integrated plant information system 

IT Information technology 

MW Megawatt 

NCR Non-conformance report 

O&M Operating and maintenance (asset lifecycle) 

OOTB Out-of-the-box 

PBS Plant breakdown structure 

PLC Programmable logic controller  

PoC Proof of concept 

RAD Rapid application development 

RMDC Remote Monitoring Diagnostic Centre 

ROI Return on investment 

SA South Africa 

SCADA System control and data acquisition 

SDLC System design life cycle 

SFP Steam-turbine-driven feed pump (steam feed pump) 

SPF SmartPlant Foundation (software by Intergraph) 

TOGAF The open group architecture framework 

UAT User acceptance testing 

V&V Verification and validation 
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DEFINITIONS USED 

DEFINITION MEANING 

Advanced 
Analytics 

A grouping of analytic techniques used to predict future outcomes. Advanced analytics 
produce insights that traditional approaches to business intelligence (BI) — such as query 
and reporting — are unlikely to discover. 

Brownfields An existing onshore or offshore facility in full commercial operation.  

Design base A set of conditions, needs, and requirements that are taken into account in designing 
a facility or product. 

Greenfields A new onshore or offshore facility that lacks the constraints imposed by prior engineering 
construction and facilities installation. 

Maintenance 
design base 

A formal process of defining the maintenance tasks, frequencies, and scope of work 
required to maintain a plant according to the prescribed design basis. A standardised 
methodology, rule-set, and definitions would be used to build the maintenance basis. 

Operating 
design base 

The operating envelope as defined by the plant design base indicating safe operating 
values, operating criteria, and requirements to be met in order to ensure operations 
within the design life and parameter limits. 

Rankine cycle A model that is used to predict the performance of steam engines. The Rankine cycle is 
an idealised thermodynamic cycle of a heat engine that converts heat into mechanical 
work. The heat is supplied externally to a closed loop, which usually uses water as the 
working fluid. 

SDLC A systems-based approach used to implement software technology. 

 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/condition.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/need.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/requirements.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/account.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/facility.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/product.html
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